For each question, choose the correct answer (A-D):

Most people find it hard to ________ (1) for and fewer people are willing to offer it, but help is a key part of being human. Our species needs to collaborate to survive as we have never developed physical defence mechanisms ________ (2) claws.

Nowadays we have ________ (3) need for physical forms of protecting ourselves, however, we need to use our ________ (4) to maintain the delicate balance which is our superiority over the natural world.

People need help in many ________ (5) of their lives; financial support and advice are common things that people might need. So, don’t be ________ (6) to look for help from friends and family if it is necessary.

1. A. request     B. ask     C. seek    D. give
2. A. like        B. such    C. example D. instance
3. A. little      B. much    C. many    D. few
4. A. minds       B. thoughts C. memories D. attitude
5. A. ways        B. forms   C. areas   D. times
6. A. upset       B. annoying C. worrying D. afraid
Answers:

1. B
2. A
3. B
4. A
5. C
6. D